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BACKGROUND
Amidst the continued outbreak of COVID-19 across Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC), the region has
been suffering from both inadequate public health capacity and a sharp reduction in economic activity,
while leaving its vulnerable population to be disproportionately impacted by the lack of access to healthcare
and opportunities in education, employment, and production, among others. Hence, knowledge transfer for
innovation for inclusion in various sectors is needed more than ever in the region.

As LAC policymakers seek global best practices for crisis management, Korea has been considered a
model example for its practical, fast, and technology-based COVID-19 response with deep tech solutions.
Korean deep tech startups have been actively playing a key role for the economic recovery and damage
mitigation, in areas such as rapid diagnostic kits, Big Data-based real-time tracking systems, drive-through
testing pods, quarantine robots, AI-based diagnostics, thermal detection, remote education platforms, work
management platforms, etc.
On the other hand, there is a general lack of companies with a strong level of deep tech capacity in the LAC
region due to a general dearth of government sponsored R&D financing and early overall maturity level of its
innovation ecosystem.
In order to build solutions to post COVID-19 challenges and strengthen LAC’s own deep tech ecosystem,
the project “Support to catalyze LAC deep tech solutions exchange in response to COVID-19” has been
developed to promote global exchanges for LAC deep tech ecosystems, with the objectives of solving
“short term”(mitigation) and “medium term”(economic recovery and reopening) challenges caused by
COVID-19.

In particular, learning from South Korea’s successful COVID-19 experience with deep tech startups, IDB Lab
has partnered with Born2Global, a global accelerator based in Seoul, to facilitate connections with Korean
and global deep tech startup ecosystems.
With IDB Lab’s proven track record and prototype facility, and Born2Global’s extensive experience in
sourcing, accelerating, and globalizing deep-tech startups, the LAC Deep Tech Exchange Program was
launched by IDB Lab, which will be covered as a Case Study in this report.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of the report is to share the details on the creation of the “LAC Deep Tech Exchange Program”
and how it is impacting the startup ecosystem in Latin America.
The process of creating the hypothesis, the challenges that were faced when attempting to implement the
program, the methodology and the results have been carefully written in this report to offer observations
and insights that can help develop the LAC deep tech ecosystem.
The report provides information on the full cycle of the program, where the study of the startup ecosystems
from the United States, United Kingdom, Israel and Korea was crucial to uncover the critical factors that can
truly accelerate the growth of startups.
Additionally, the learnings and recommendations that were gained throughout the execution of the “LAC
Deep Tech Exchange Program” has been included in order to provide significant knowledge transfer and
insights for LAC ecosystem players to foster LAC deep tech ecosystems and strengthen its own capacity.

METHODOLOGY
01
02

03

With an extensive literature review, the global, LAC and Korean deep-tech ecosystems
are studied, utilizing statistics and reports published by research institutes and
organizations.

A qualitative approach is used to figure out stakeholders' opinions on LAC ecosystem
players’ challenges and determine recommendations for LAC deep tech partnerships.
This is supported by consultations and interviews with select government or industry
stakeholders in Korea and LAC countries.
A case study approach is used to provide an in-depth, detailed examination of global
exchanges between startups in its real-world context through the “LAC Deep Tech
Exchange Program”, as a strategically proposed methodology for promoting global
exchanges for LAC deep tech ecosystems.
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SECTION 1

overview

GLOBAL DEEP TECH ECOSYTEMS

GLOBAL DEEP TECH TRENDS
Deep tech by the numbers
X

4

According to BCG’s preliminary estimates,
deep tech investments quadrupled between
2016 and 2020 from $15 billion
in 2016 to $62 billion in 2020.

Definition OF “DEEP TECH”

8K Publications
The number of deep tech scientific
publications have reach 8,000.
32% written from the European Union and 28%
from the US.

44 million

89 Transactions

The average private investment amount per
disclosed event rose from $13 million
in 2016 to $44 million in 2020.

The number of mergers and
acquisitions of deep tech ventures peaked at
89 transactions in 2019.

5.2 Billion

2 Million

Private investments involving “smart investors”
among the investors in deep tech increased
from $0.9 billion in 2016 to $5.2 billion in 2020.

When focusing on start-ups, the latest Hello
Tomorrow survey confirmed an increase
in amounts per investment event from
$360,000 to $2 million between 2016 and 2019

(Smart investors are mutual fund companies
with a proven performance record)
.

*Source: Capital IQ, Crunchbase, Quid, BCG Center for Growth and Innovation Analytics, BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis

Deep tech companies provide solutions across a wide range of fields, from artificial intelligence to big data.
These companies have something in common: they have a profound impact on segments including,
robotics, medical devices, fintech, autonomous systems and many more emerging applications areas.
The term "deep technology" has been defined in many ways and attracted the attention of academics and
investors over the last five years creating great enthusiasm. Coined by Swati Chaturvedi, co-founder, and
CEO of investment firm Propel (x), in 2014, "Deep tech" does not refer to innovation itself but to a category
of a startup that offers disruptive business models based on the latest scientific discoveries. Ventures with
profound knowledge enjoy a competitive advantage to innovate.
Deep Technology startups are "companies founded on scientific discovery or true technological innovation.
“The potential of its technologies is challenging to calculate, but the vast majority of experts agree that it
can add significant value to the world economy. Deep Tech solutions are reimagining fundamental
capabilities true to real and significant problems or opportunities rather than a discipline.
As a separate approach to overview the global deep tech startup scene, this study has been defined taking
as reference the classification made Boston Global Consulting and Hello Tomorrow in the joint study “Deep
Tech: The Great Wave of Innovation”. The analysis defines deep tech ventures as companies related to 16
technologies across seven categories: advanced materials, artificial intelligence, biotechnology, blockchain,
drones and robotics, photonics and electronics, and quantum computing.

Deep tech technologies
Advanced
Materials

Artificial
Intelligence

Synthetic
Biology

Drones and
Robotics

Photonics and
electronics

Quantum
Computing

Block
chain

*Source: BCG and Hello Tomorrow analysis.
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GLOBAL DEEP TECH TRENDS
Global Deep Tech Investment Scene

Investors, Deals Closed and Deep Tech by country
Number of Investors

United States is the country with the highest number of investors
Venture capital investments have increased considerably around the world during the past years. However,
countries with a lack of R&D investment are facing difficulties to developed the ecosystem needed.

<5

19-5

99-20

>100

Deep tech Investors

Australia (15)
Austria (12)
Belgium (16)
Canada (23)

China (25)
Denmark (15)
Finland (18)
France (112)

Netherlands (48)
Poland (16)
Singapore (34)
Switzerland (29)

Spain (26)
Sweden (19)
United Kingdom (165)
United States (751)

1645

Ecosystems with higher R&D concentration have had greater opportunities to take advantage of intellectual
property to grow starter ecosystems. At this moment, there are currently 1645 investors specialized in Deep
tech companies and 45% of these firms, are located in the United States, followed by the United Kingdom
with 10% and other European countries such as France, Germany and the Netherlands.
On the other hand, the deals closed by those entities are 341 deals. Their geographic situation also
matches with the location of the investors, with the United States being the market leader in investment.

Investors, Deals Closed and Deep Tech by country
Share(%)

1645

*Source: Hello Tomorrow, Deep Tech Investors Mapping, April 2022

According to the information extracted from "Deep Tech Investors Mapping" in April 2022, Europe is the
continent with the highest number of investors specialized in Deep tech technologies followed by North
America and Asia.
Deep Tech shares many of the same types of investors as the general startup market. However, Deep tech
technologies are disrupting the market and attracting many new entities that are specializing in identifying
new business opportunities. Europe has an ecosystem of automobile companies interested in
technological solutions such as autonomous driving, or electric batteries.
However, the American continent continues to lead total investments due to the existence of a public and
private ecosystem that supports the creation of new companies and ideas. The Asian continent has given
emphasis on technologies related to artificial intelligence and deep learning.

Others (27%)

341
Others (29%)

Israel (3%)
Netherlands (3%)

Israel (3%)
Netherlands (4%)

Germany (6%)

Germany (7%)

France (6%)

France (7%)

United Kingdom
(10%)

United Kingdom
(13%)

United States
(45%)

18.3 $B
Scale-ups
(39%)

7.1

Start-ups
(61%)

11.2

United States
(37%)

Investors

Deals Closed

*Source: Hello Tomorrow, Deep Tech Investors Mapping, April 2022 , The Deep Tech Investment Paradox 2021

Private investments
with corporates
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GLOBAL DEEP TECH TRENDS
Global Deep Tech Startup Scene
During the last decade, the subsectors related to
"Deep Tech“ have had an accelerated growth in
the number of new companies and investments.
The existence of startups related to Deep Tech
has doubled.
According to the "Startup Genome“ report, the
percentage of deep tech companies compared to
other technologies has accelerated in the last 10
years. Many investors and entrepreneurs have
decided to search for new solutions capable of
disrupting the current ecosystem.
On the other hand, technological innovation has
created new markets in which to compete.

Investments in deep tech companies have
quadrupled in just 4 years, especially in scalable
companies, reaching an amount of 62 billion
dollars.

Deep Tech investments quadrupled between 2016 and 2020 ($B)

4

62

x

The digitization of traditional sectors and
globalization create new opportunities for
newcomers.

51

56

30

Finally, the industries that have grown the most
have been those of Synthetic biology, artificial
intelligence and advanced materials with a total
amount of more than 50 billion dollars,
concentrating almost 80% of all investment in
2020.

15

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Source: MIT Sloan Management Review, January 2022

Share of Deep Tech Startups increased twice from 2010-2011 to 2017-2018
Deep Tech
80%

Other Tech

Deep tech by Technology in 2020 ($B)
40

77.2%

55%

60%

33.6B
54.4%

30

TOTAL: 80%
9.6B
15.5%

20
40%
20%

8.2B
13.3%

45%

10

5.2B
8.4%

4.5B
7.3%

22.8%

0.5B
0.8%

0.2B
0.3%

Quantum
Computing

Block
chain

0

0%

2010-2011
Source: Startup Genome, The Global Startup Ecosystem Report, 2020.

2017-2018

Synthetic
Biology

Artificial
Intelligence

Advanced
Materials

Drones&
Robotics

Photonics&
Electronics

Source: The Deep Tech Investment Paradox, BCG Hello Tomorrow, 2021
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3 MAJOR DEEP TECH ECOSYSTEMS
For the understanding of the deep technology ecosystem, this study analyzes the ecosystem of the United
States, United Kingdom and Israel for its relevance in the innovation industry.

The uniqueness of the American “Deep Tech” startup environment is its
developed ecosystem. Many Investors and entrepreneurs there have been in
the market in both general and Deep Tech sectors for years. They have
expertise in Deep Tech, with in-depth knowledge and technology skills that
allow them to create new ventures in this field.

The United States leads in number of investors with more than 750 investors in deep technology. This
country has several ecosystems connected to public and private entities, research centers and universities.
In addition, the country leads the "Global Startup Ecosystem 2021" index.
The second place is for the United Kingdom with more than 165 financing entities. It is worth highlighting
the support offered by the Government of the United Kingdom for the creation of new entities. The country
is 2nd on the “Global startup ecosystem 2021”

USA

Regarding startup ecosystems, the US is still the land of opportunity,
representing the world’s most vibrant source of free and disruptive
technological creativity. The US has created a rooted network of relationships
that brings students, researchers and industries together.

Israel also plays an important role in the Middle East with the existence of 45 investment entities. The
country stands out for the large investment in percentage of GDP made in R&D projects.
The United Kingdom is the 2nd most innovative startup ecosystem in the
world and has consolidated this position since 2017.

*Data Source: OECD 2020 , Hello tomorrow, April 2022

United States

United Kingdom

Israel

In the post Brexit era, the United Kingdom, almost entirely represented by its
dominant ecosystem, London, may face the challenge of keeping its
predominant position as a global hub.

uk

The country has the world´s most successful educational institutions that
brings countless talents from fields such as engineering and mathematics

Israel’s success is especially interesting given that the country’s ranking for
the Business score, indicating mainly infrastructure and regulation, decreased
from 16th in 2020 to 25th this year.

3.45%

1.78%

5.43%

R&D % of GDP

R&D % of GDP

R&D % of GDP

750/45%

165/10%

45/3%

Deep Tech Investors

Deep Tech Investors

Deep Tech Investors

Israel is a shining example to other countries for several key reasons It has
become a global hub despite a complicated geopolitical situation. It
showcases the impact a high-quality ecosystem has on the economy.

ISRAEl

Furthermore, all this was done while Israel trails behind on policy, regulation,
and infrastructure.
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3 MAJOR DEEP TECH ECOSYSTEMS - United States
United States
United states is the world´s leading economic and its GDP is almost as 25% of
the world´s total. This fact can be reflected on the main numbers related to
entrepreneurship and technology.

The United States has positioned itself as one of the world's leading innovation hubs with different cities
leading the startup ecosystem rankings.

For example, the US ranks 2nd in competitiveness in a comparison of 141
countries. It has the strongest ecosystem with its center located in California.
This hub of innovation was created around tech companies and universities that
help to attract talent from all around the world.

It has achieved this level of
development due to the “marketdriven”
policies
initiated
by
President Reagan and continued by
the different administrations.

In 2020, software companies received the largest venture capital (VC)
investment with more than 51billion dollars. This industry is followed by pharma
and biotech companies, with approximately 28 billion U.S. dollars and HC
services and systems with approximately 11.6 billion U.S. dollars.

Main Numbers

Source: CBInsights, 2021, Crunchbase, April 2022

17

Human Development
Index 2020
UNDP

622
Incubators

Top Investors

6

Ease of Doing
Business Index 2020
World Bank Group

1

2

Global Competitiveness
Index 2019

Innovation
Index 2021

Startup Blink

World Economic
Forum

Bloomberg

1,105 8,371 4,681
Accelerators

11

Global Startup
Ecosystem Index 2021

Venture Capitalists

Private Equity Firms

487

Techstars

Number of Inverstors
3,568

Exits

Inverstor Type

Location

363

Accelerator,
Venture Capital

Boulder, Colorado,
United States
San Francisco, California,
United States

500 Startups

2,771

327

SOSV

2,302

56

Accelerator, Micro VC,
Venture Capital

Princeton, New Jersey,
United States

2,024

548

Venture Capital

Menlo Park, California,
United States

1,797

349

Venture Capital

Palo Alto, California,
United States

Accel

51,600

Software
28,300

Pharma & Biotech
11,600

HC services & systems

8,700

Commercial services

7,800

HC device & supplies
IT hardware
Consumer goods &
recreation
Media
Energy

5,000
4,500
3,500
1,900

Other*

41,100

Global Deep Tech Hubs

Accelerator,
Venture Capital

New Enterprise Associates

Furthermore, many Deep Tech
innovators start with government
research grants. In the U.S offers
research grants to Deep Tech
innovators, with bodies such as the
National Science Foundation to
help with capital and translate
research from the lab into
application.

Source: Thomson Reuters, 2020, Statista

Value in millions of U.S. dollars

Unicorns

Source: Crunchbase, April 2022

Organization

The ecosystem has the best
universities in the world at its
center, which attract talent and
investment.

VC investment 2020

San Francisco Bay-Silicon Valley
The area ranks first for all industries in the US with the exception of
Foodtech where New York take the lead. Seven of the world´s top 10 AI
investors such as Google. Facebook and Apple, are also based here. The
Valley has a long history of innovation in Life Science with many success
stories such as Acerta Pharma and it is home to more than 1,400 life
Sciences (Startup Genome 2019) and a GDP of almost 526 Billion in 2020.
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3 MAJOR DEEP TECH ECOSYSTEMS - United kingdom
United kingdom
The UK leads the deep technology sector in Europe and ranks second in the
“Global Startup Ecosystem Index 2021”. Its main advantage over other countries
is the existence of a strong financial ecosystem. In fact, it also concentrates the
majority of Fintech and Software companies in Europe. The country has also a
relevant number of public and private institutions that support its ecosystem of
companies and startups, as well as different universities and schools that
attract talent from around the world.

In addition, its connections with the countries of the "CommonWealth“ make
this country a bridge between continents and cultures.
Finally, it is important to highlight the importance of the city of London, where
the majority of “deep tech” companies are concentrated.

Main Numbers

Source: CBInsights, 2021 , Crunchbase, April 2022
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Human Development
Index 2020

2

9

Global Competitiveness
Index 2019

Innovation
Index 2021
Bloomberg

37

UNDP

World Bank Group

Startup Blink

96

236

1,151

633

Accelerators

18

Global Startup
Ecosystem Index 2021

World Economic
Forum

Incubators

Top Investors

8

Ease of Doing
Business Index 2020

Venture Capitalists

Private Equity Firms

CrowdCube

Number of Inverstors
603

Exits

Inverstor Type

Location

12

Venture Capital

Exeter, Devon,
United Kingdom
Swindon, Wiltshire,
United Kingdom

Innovate UK

533

31

Northstar Ventures

487

22

Micro VC, Venture Capital

Newcastle Upon Tyne,
United Kingdom

477

48

Micro VC, Venture Capital

London, England,
United Kingdom

458

96

Venture Capital

London, England,
United Kingdom

Eight Roads Ventures

Source: BVCA, September 2021

Value in millions of U.S. dollars

5.265

Fintech
2,565

Software
1,350

Energy

945

Transportation

Along with the funding programs,
the UK has created several policies
to help "talented entrepreneurs“ live
and work in the area.

Cybersecurity

Marketing

540

Through the "innovator's visa“ the
country aims to attract talent from
abroad. There are already more
than 50 support agencies that can
grant visas under this system.

Travel

540

Health

810
675

Legal

405

Food

405

Global Deep Tech Hubs

Entrepreneurship Program,
Venture

Seedcamp

VC investment 2020
The government's efforts include
taking
participations
directly
through
the
Future
Fund
Breakthrough, a program that
started in April 2020 and has been
extended to promote research and
development grants for the
deployment of deep technologies.

Unicorns

Source: Crunchbase, April 2022

Organization

The United Kingdom has stepped up its support for digital companies to be able to compete with rivals in
the US and China. To do this, it has created a series of policies to support new companies and help grow
promising entities in technology, life sciences and other areas of innovation.

LONDON
London is the top ranked city in the UK and 5th in the world (StartupBlink
2019). It ranks very high for Fintech and is on the top of many industries
such as E-commerce and Retail, Marketing, Technology and Social &
Leisure. During the last decade many new unicorns have raised such as
Revolut in Fintech, Babylon Health, and Hopin a social network app. The
Edtech sector is expected to grow, and now it hosts more than 500
companies ranking 1st in Europe (StartupBlink 2020).
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3 MAJOR DEEP TECH ECOSYSTEMS - Israel
Israel
Israel tech sector not only remained resilient during the global pandemic but
outperformed its expectations breaking all the records in exits, number of
companies and capital raised. The country ranked 3rd in the Global Startup
Ecosystem Index and 2nd in the Global Competitiveness Index positioning itself
as one of the most attractive countries to start up a business in the world. The
local tech ecosystem generated 14 new unicorns, and a growing number of
domestic and foreign investors.

According to the IVC report, there are over 150 Israel high-tech companies
developing products based on deep technology and the number of companies
that decide to create and R&D center in the area increases year by year.
Tel-Aviv is one of the leading clusters in fields as AI, Fintech, Bi Data and SaaS.

Main Numbers

Source: CBInsights, 2021 , Crunchbase, April 2022

19

3

20

7

Ease of Doing
Business Index 2020

Global Startup
Ecosystem Index 2021

Global Competitiveness
Index 2019

Innovation
Index 2021

UNDP

World Bank Group

Startup Blink

World Economic
Forum

Bloomberg

24

57

304

66

21

Incubators

Top Investors

35

Human Development
Index 2020

Accelerators

Venture Capitalists

Private Equity Firms

Unicorns

Organization

Number of Inverstors

Exits

Inverstor Type

Location

Pitango Venture Capital

318

63

Venture Capital

Herzliya, Tel Aviv, Israel

OurCrowd

288

44

Venture Capital

Jerusalem, Yerushalayim,
Israel

Viola Ventures

241

46

Venture Capital

Herzliya, Tel Aviv, Israel

226

53

Private Equity Firm,
Venture Capital

Jerusalem, Yerushalayim,
Israel

179

47

Venture Capital

Tel Aiviv, Tel Aviv, Israel

Vertex Ventures Israel

VC investment 2020
The state of Israel has actively supported the
development of an ecosystem that favors innovation
by providing different tools for R&D. With an
investment of more than 5% of GDP, Israel's
innovation authority monitors the development in the
ecosystem and Updates its policies to promote Israel
as an “Start-Up Nation”. Israel's unique society,
government support, and "global-first" market
approach have made Israel’s innovation ecosystem
one of the most Successful in the world.
The Budget Division of the Ministry of Finance
together with the Innovation Authority have created a
policy to support high technology during the COVID19 crisis through the Fast-Track Grant Program. Over
7 months, a total of NIS 650 million was granted to
280 entities. This program allowed companies to get
through the crisis and contributed to the return of
investors to the market. Furthermore, the Government
offered incentives and beneficial taxations for R&D
centers to contribute the growth of the Israeli
ecosystem.

Source: Thomson Reuters, 2020, Statista

Value in millions of U.S. dollars

Enterprise

2,531

Fintech

1,710

Cyber Security

1,537

Healthcare

879

Retail

857

Technologies

790

E-Commerce

579

Marketing

443

Media

251

Automotive

188

Mobility

107

Agritech

80

Industrial

48

Drones

30

Construction

7

Global Deep Tech Hubs

Source: Crunchbase, April 2022

Jerusalem Venture Partners

The country also ranks 3rd globally in Hardware & IoT, health Technology and the Software & Data
industries. Israel is a hotbed for pioneering technologies, disruptive business opportunities, and high
investment returns with profitable entities.

Tel-Aviv
According to the StartupBlink ecosystem the city ranks 8th globally and 1st
in Israel. After Silicon Valley, Tel Aviv has the highest number of startups
per capita and host 107 multinational companies with R&D centers and
innovation hubs such as Yandex, Google, Amazon and Alibaba. AI is the
leading sector for the startups, accounting for 40.7% of all the entities and
25% of the employees. Big Cloud and Big Data have the second position
with 38.1 share (StartupBlink 2021).
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KOREAN DEEP TECH ECOSYSTEM
korea
The history of Korea can be represented in two terms: innovation and
transformation. Those words are crucially relevant in creating “deep technology”
businesses. With a large public investment channeled through incubators, and
a very dynamic business ecosystem, the country is prepared to identify cuttingedge technologies and disruptive business markets.

Ratio by Investor Type

Leading sectors 2020

Source: Seoul Startup Hub

Source: Data from Korea Startup Index 2020, Born2Global

Unit: 100 Million KRW

University Institute: 2.21%

Government Agency: 3.14%
Start- up: 3.69%

Furthermore, the country ranks 1st in the Innovation Index 2021 by Bloomberg.
An example of that, is the level of development of ICT industries such as 5G,
Artificial Intelligence, Biotechnology and IoT.

Accelerator

10.15%

Others
Renewable energy

3

Intelligent robot

4

Advanced materials

5

Self-driving cars
Automation of
knowledge work

VR/VR contents

Main Numbers

Venture Capital
Source: CBInsights, 2021 Crunchbase, April 2022, KISED, and K-Startup.go.kr

23

Human Development
Index 2020
UNDP

290
Incubators

Top Investors

5

Ease of Doing
Business Index 2020
World Bank Group

363
Accelerators

19

13

Startup Blink

World Economic
Forum

Global Startup
ICT Adoption Global
Ecosystem Index 2021 Competitiveness Index 2019

165

Venture Capitalists

64

Private Equity Firms

1

Bloomberg

20.48%

15

Financial
Institution

13.84%

8

11
18
22

Fintech/Blockchain

25

Digital healthcare

25

Cyber security

25

Cloud technology

28

IoT

53

AI

54

Software
development & supply

Unicorns

122

Global Deep Tech Hubs

Organization

Number of Investors

Exits

Investor Type

Location

Softbank Ventures Asia

168

20

Venture Capital

Seoul, South Korea
Seoul, South Korea

Korea Investment Partners

159

19

Private Equity Firm,
Venture Capital

Kakao Ventures

153

8

Venture Capital

Seongnam, Kyonggi-do,
South Korea

110

2

Venture Capital

Seoul, South Korea

9

Accelerator,
Venture Capital

Seoul, South Korea

Bon Angels Venture Partners

Company

Innovation
Index 2020

Source: Crunchbase, April 2022

Hashed

Mobile/Internet

46.49%

27

108

Pangyo Techno Valley
Pangyo Techno Valley is an industrial complex in the city of Seongnam,
Gyeonggi Province, known as the Silicon Valley of Korea. The location
within a major metropolitan area creates synergy effects because of the
proximity to other techno valleys or adjacent knowledge-based
infrastructure clusters in The province. Techno Valleys in Korea are playing
an important role in innovation as hubs for deep tech startups. They are
supported by the government through policy measures as for example taxcuts, low interest loans or an expansion of the infrastructure.
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KOREAN DEEP TECH ECOSYSTEM
Korean Deep Tech Startups and Trends
According to the data obtained from the Korean Venture Capital Association, the evolution of financing in
companies has been positive in all sectors and industries. In particular, the ICT technologies sector had a
growth rate of almost a 100% between 2017 and 2019 and the Biotechnology sector has quadruplicated its
contributions in companies and startups. Services and logistics has seen also a considerable increase due
to the need of new delivery solutions demanded by other industries.
On the other hand, sectors such as ICT Manufacturing, Electronics, Chemistry / Material, Game have
remained constant in the last four years.

Korean Investment by year and industry
Year

Industry

2016

Logo

Source: Korean Ministry of SMEs and Startups

Valuation

Company

Industry

Establishment

(billion US$)

Aprogen

Bio / Health

2000

1.04

Musinsa

E-commerce & direct - to - consumer

2001

2.20

GPclub

Consumer & retail

2003

1.32

Yanolja

Travel

2005

1.00

Krafton

Games

2007

5.00

L&P Cosmetic

Consumer & retail

2009

1.19

Tmon

E-commerce & direct - to - consumer

2010

-

WeMakePrice

E-commerce & direct - to - consumer

2010

2.34

Socar

Auto & transportation

2011

1.00

Viva Republica

Fintech

2011

7.40

2018

2019

2020

ICT Manufacturing

959

1,566

1,489

1,493

1,870

ICT Service

4,062

5,159

7,468

10,446

10,764

Electronics/Mechanics

2,125

2,407

2,990

2,036

2,738

Chemistry/Material

1,502

1,270

1,351

1,211

1,765

Yellow Mobile

Mobile & telecommunications

2012

4.00

Bio/Medical

4,686

3,788

8,417

11,033

11,970

Video/Concerts/Music

2,678

2,874

3,321

3,703

2,902

ZigBang

Rental real - estate

2012

-

Game

1,427

1,269

1,411

1,192

1,249

Sendbird

Mobile & telecommunications

2013

-

Logistics/Service

2,494
1,570
21,503

4,187
1,283
23,803

5,726
2,077
34,249

8,145
3,518
42,777

7,242
2,546
43,045

Kurly

Supply chain, logistics, & delivery

2015

2.20

Dunamu-Upbit

Fintech, Cryptocurrency

2017

-

Others
Total

Ratio by Industry 2020

2017

Korean Unicorns: Korean Unicorns in August 2021

Source: KVCA

Chemistry/Material

ICT Manufacturing
Others
Electronics/Mechanics
Video/Concerts/Music

5.9%

4.3%

6.3%

Bio / Medical

27.8%

6.7%

16.8%
Logistrics/Service

4.1%

Game
2.9%

25.0%

ICT Service

The Korean startup ecosystem has experienced a great acceleration in recent years, partly helped by the
different policies promoted by the government. In the last five years the country is experiencing a
revolution in the field of Fintech. A variety of new startups have developed solutions for the Cryptocurrency
market and are pioneering this industry in Asia. Traditional marketplaces, such as real estate or tourism
have digitalized their channels with companies as Zigbang or Yanolja.
The major business areas that make up the Korean unicorns are fintech, software, and e-commerce.
Nevertheless, according to the list of Future Unicorns selected by the Ministry of Science and ICT with the
‘Global Information and Communication Technology Future Unicorn Promotion Project’, the unicorns that
will arise in the future will potentially come from the deep tech sector such as big data, AI, healthtech,
agtech, etc., displaying a promising growth in the deep tech sector within the Korean unicorns
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KOREAN DEEP TECH ECOSYSTEM
Korean Key Ecosystem Players
There has been a rapid increase of startup ecosystem players over the last years in Korea. The main key
players are identified to government/public institutions, accelerators, venture capitals, CVCs and
university/R&D institutions, among others.

Government
Seoul Business Agency

CVC
Hana Ventures

Nongshim Capital

Creative Economy Innovation Center

Posco Capital

Signite Partners

Korea Credit Guarantee Fund

Lotte Accelerator

Korea Growth Investment Corp.

Samsung Venture

Korea SMEs and Startups Agency

Daekyo Investment

Korea Technology Finance Corporation

Kolon Investment

Universities & R&D Institutes

Venture Capital

Accelerators Early-Stage
Investors
NAVER D2 Startup Factory

Bon Angels Venture Partners
MashUp Angels
Bluepoint Partners
Sparklabs
Primer/Primer Sazze Partners

Mirae Holdings

Korea Investment Partners

Strong Ventures

KB Investment

Bass Investment

Chungnam National University

Softbank Ventures

Spring Camp

Foundation of Start-up Support

LB Investment
IMM Investment

Korea University Holdings

SBI Investment Korea

Jeonbuk Technology Holdings

Mirae Asset Venture Investment

Busan Technology Holdings

T.S. Investment

Yonsei Technology Holdings

Smilegate Investment

The budget for Korean government startup supports increased year-on-year, which is due to an increase in the
number of the ministries that manages startups projects. In 2021, the number of local government projects
was incorporated in the “K-Startup” portal.
Korean government have allocated US$1,379.9 million (KRW 1.52trillion) in 2021 for startup support projects
where more than 194 programs for SMEs & startups from the 15 Ministries and the 17 local governments
were developed and managed. The Ministry of SMEs and Startups accounted for the largest portion with 81
percent among all the ministries. By support type, commercialization (58%), R&D (28%), and facility/space(7%).

FuturePlay

Seoul Techno Holdings

KAIST Youth Investment Holding

Korean Government Startup Support

Kakao Ventures

Year-on-year increase of Korean
Government Support
Mentorship: 1%

FuturePlay is an investment firm that is dedicated to building exceptional startups. By
combining incubator, accelerator and venture capital the firm has created a sanctuary
where inventors, entrepreneurs and early-stage businesses find the necessary elements
to launch, grow and succeed. FuturePlay invests and incubates early-tech startups
through three pathways: TechUP which selectively incubates founders/ teams that show
high growth potential in deep tech sectors and TechUP+ and Startup Co-Acceleration

NO. Institution

NO. Projects
250

1320

1400

1380
200

1200

US$ 1.38B

1,016

1000

4.6%

150

709

800

Increased

R&D: 28%

Budget

1600

Facilities&
Space: 7%

600

US$ 1.32B
(2020)

Smilegate Investment Inc. is the venture capital arm of Smilegate, one of Korea’s most
successful gaming companies. Investments are predominately made in information and
communication, electronics, online media and animation. They organized and managed
more than 30 venture capital and private equity funds, and have invested in more than
200 companies with promising growth potential.

Deep Tech Accelerator

USD
million

Event: 1%

Education: 5%

Source: Startup Recipe Investment Report 2020, Seoul Startup Hub

Deep Tech Investor

194 Programs from
15 Ministries & 17 Local Governments

524

560

100

400
50

Commercialization:
58%

200

0

0

2016

Budget scale by support type in Korea 2021
Category
Budget
(USD million/%)

Program
(Number/%)

Commercialization

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Source: Ministry of SMEs and Startups, https://www.mss.go.kr

R&D

Facility &
Space

Education

Mentoring

Event

Total

795.0
(57.6%)

382.4
(27.7%)

98.1
(7.1%)

75.2
(5.5%)

20.8
(1.5%)

8.1
(0.6%)

1,379.9
(100%)

94
(48.5%)

6
(3.1%)

46
(23.7%)

15
(7.7%)

19
(9.8%)

14
(7.2%)

194
(100%)
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KOREAN DEEP TECH ECOSYSTEM
Korean Deep Tech Support Policies & Programs
Economic Policy Direction 2021
Economic Policy Direction
for the first half of 2021
The Government has supported the establishment of joint venture between
Korean and overseas companies through cooperation with international
organizations and support the subsequent growth using FoFs funds.

Digitalize the Education
Infrastructure

Improve
the DNA Ecosystem
01. Promote the collection,
Sharing and use of data
02. Apply 5G and Al to all
industries
03. 5G- and AI based government

01

02

04. Establish K- cybersecurity
system

Economic Policy Direction
for the second half of 2021
The global investment funds will be expanded to support for joint ventures
between Korean and overseas companies and to attract follow-up
investments through matching with global venture capitals.

12. Establish a smart logistics
system

Digital New Deal, Fostering D.N.A. Industry

06. Improve the online learning
Environments of
universities and job
training centers

12 GOALS in
4 Sectors

10. Establish a digital management
system for critical Infrastructure
in four major sectors
11. Digital Innovation of urban areas
and Industrial complexes

05. Establish digital education
Infrastructure for elementary,
middle and high schools

04

07. Establish
smart healthcare and
caregiving infrastructure
08. Promote remote working at
SMEs

03

09. Support micro-enterprises
Online business

Nurture
Contactless Services

Digitalize Social
Overhead Capital(SOC)
High – Quality AI training data, widely used in private sectors

In the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, Korean government announced the Korean New Deal: National
Strategy for a Great Transformation, to share a national development strategy to support the country’s
recovery from the pandemic crisis and lead the global action against structural changes with the
international community.
Based on two main policies ‘the Digital New Deal and Green New Deal’ and an overarching policy support
to strengthen employment and social safety net, the Digital New Deal which has been leading by Ministry
of Science and ICT since July 2020, aims at achieving national digital transformation by putting digital
capabilities to all industrial fields to overcome the economic crisis and create new jobs.

Establish and open a total of 170 types in 8 major fields

Source: Ministry of Science and ICT

Phonetic, Natural Language

Vision

Land and Environment

Agriculture, Livestock, Fishing

[38 Type]

[39 Type]

[12 Type]

[14 Type]

Safety

Healthcare

Autonomous Driving

Miscellaneous

[19 Type]

[32 Type]

[21 Type]

[18 Type]

The Digital New Deal, as Korea's DNA(Data-Network-A.I.)-based recovery strategy to overcome COVID-19,
consist of 4 components to achieve 12 goals:
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LAC DEEP TECH ECOSYSTEM

Number of startups, capital raised
and ecosystem value by country

LAC
A study by IDB in 2021 indicated that there were more
than 1000 startups within the tech sectors in the LAC
region. Brazil is the largest hub by number of startups
in the region, followed by Mexico, Colombia, Chile and
Argentina. These five countries represent 94% of the
ecosystem value. Argentina has seen a similar level of
ecosystem activity as Colombia but raised more
equity with higher valuation.
Breaking though the investment step back in 2020 due
to COVID-19 pandemic, 2021 showed a record-setting
in the venture investment reaching USD 15.7B, almost
quadrupling the amount compared to the previous
year, and more than the previous 10 years of venture
investment combined.

Main Numbers

A notable shift of investments to late-stage rounds
propelled multiples of the previous record, leading the
increase of unicorns to 46 with 24 new unicorns being born
in 2021/2 alone.
Fintech(39% of capital invested) continues to hold its place
as the leading sector across all industries and countries,
followed by e-Commerce (25%). However, within the Fintech
verticals, a diversification of investments are rising from
Consumer Finance and Banks to specialized range of
financial technologies; i.e., payments, retail trading, BuyNoy-Pay-Later (BNPL) banking service.

170 Startups(17%)
$3.6B Raised
$10B Ecosystem Value(5%)

Colombia
76 Startups(8%)
$3.3B Raised
$7.8B Ecosystem Value(3%)

Source: IDB Lab, Tecnolatinas 2021, LAVCA Trends in Tech 2022, IDB Lab 2022

1,005

Startups raised over 1Mil$

379%

YoY growth % of VC investments in
LAC

46

Unicorns since 2018

Employees generated

Ecosystem value in US$

24

New unicorns in 2021/2 alone

Deals closed

72%

Brazil
513 Startups(51%)

% of Value concentration

FINTECH & E-COMMERCE

VALUE

UNICORNS

856

245K

221B

Peru

INVESTMENTS

ECOSYSTEM

15.7B

64%

Amount Invested in US$

7000
6000

Mexico

15 Startups(1%)

$13.8B Raised
$91B Ecosystem Value(41%)

$0.05B Raised

$0.2B Ecosystem Value(0.1%)

% of invested capital

Top Sectors of Investment in 2021

6,093

Source: 2022 LAVCA Trends in Tech ( Number of deals, Percentage of total investment amount)

5000
3,971

4000
3000

Chile

38.71%

2000

25.2%

1000

1,414

9.0%

0
Fintech

E-Commerce

Proptech

698

4.4%
Logistics

1,539

500

460

420

334

307

3.2%

2.9%

2.7%

2.1%

2.0%

Super Apps

HRtech

Edtech

Healthtech

Foodtech

6.9%
Others

78 Startups(8%)
$0.7B Raised
$5.4B Ecosystem Value(2%)

Argentina
78 Startups(8%)
$4.9B Raised
$99B Ecosystem Value(45%)
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INSIGHTS FROM GLOBAL DEEP TECH ECOSYSTEM
Challenges for LAC Deep Tech ECOSYSTEM
The startup ecosystem in LAC region is growing meaning that opportunities will continue to arise.
As the world is transitioning into a Pre-COVID-19 and climate change friendly future, ecosystems are
shifting to deep tech to generate solutions that will ease this transition and potentially solve these
issues.
Many efforts have been already done that incentivize the creation of tech-based startups in the
region. However, there is still a lot to do in order to reach the level of the global leading deep tech
startup ecosystems such as USA, UK, and Israel.

Challenges such as investments, geographic concentration, sector bias, and poor policies affect the
development of the ecosystem in the region. Nonetheless, these are areas where opportunities can
arise if targeted support can be given.

Investment
•

Radical increase of VC investments but concentrated in a few countries.

•

High investment concentration at early-stages, but this tendency enables the new arising
deep tech startups to accelerate their product/service development and to grow fast.

Geographic Concentration
•

Tech companies are mainly established in a few countries; Brazil, Mexico, Argentina,
Chile, and Colombia. But other countries such as Peru, Uruguay, and Guatemala are
arising and leading the way among smaller countries.

Technology Sectors
•

The market focuses mainly on Fintech and e-Commerce but reveals notable growth in
pandemic-relevant sectors including healthtech, foodtech, and edtech, and shows growth
potentials of deep tech startups in the region.

Policies
•

•

Policies/programs mainly focused on the roles for the pre-startup and startup stage,
such as capacity building, mentoring, counselling/advice, co-working spaces and
financial support (subsides or loans).
Needed supporting systems for fostering deep tech ecosystem.

Insights from Global Deep Tech ECOSYSTEMS
Agility, flexibility, creativity, innovation, bold (risk
taking), tech-equipped – are one of the key natures
of startups. These values have become even more
essential in our times where unexpected
sociopolitical and environmental factors such as
COVID-19 affect the individuals and nations in a
complex way.
The rise of startups, investments and unicorns
especially during the pandemic crisis prove that
such qualities have become the engine for survival
and growth in the fast paced and unpredictable
era.
Such surroundings particularly create interesting
opportunities for the rising countries to grow
globally since the connectivity lifestyle has
become more stronger than ever. Therefore, in
vitalizing the startups ecosystem in LAC region, it
is worthwhile to recollect the learnings from top
major deep tech ecosystems.

The 3 major countries with most vibrant deep tech
ecosystems share the following common grounds;
the good balance between each ecosystem
players especially the public and private, virtuous
cycle deriving from such healthy ecosystem
balance, and the fact that such balanced
ecosystem was originally driven by the
government.
Meanwhile, the observations from LAC startup
ecosystem show a clear bias in 3 categories;
geographic, sector and early stage.

The insights that we can bring from the gap
between the learnings and observations are that
we can accelerate the growth of the healthy
ecosystem in LAC region by strategically
supplementing the areas of weakness, i.e.,
supporting with policies and government
program consulting, such as tax incentives and
establishment of startup specialized agency, and
also help plan investment fund for the ‘growth
stage’ startups with such specialized agency.

Key Factors of Startup Ecosystem
Government support policies & programs
Business-friendly environments, market
burdens and regulations
R&DB, technology transfer and innovation
related capacities
Human capital and entrepreneurship
education system
Access to entrepreneurial finance
Extensive network of Venture Capitalists &
other financing tools

Active collaboration of startup ecosystem
key players
Entrepreneurial culture, social &
cultural norms
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SECTION 2

CASE STUDY

LAC DEEP TECH EXCHANGE PROGRAM

PROGRAM INTRODUCTION
Objective and scope of the program
Learning from global success cases with Deep Tech startups under COVID-19, the objective of this program is to
promote global exchanges for LAC deep tech ecosystems to solve medium and long term challenges caused by
COVID-19, especially in economic recovery and reopening, in Latin America and the Caribbean.
IDB Lab offered prototype partnership financing (grant format, equity-free upon deliverables) to 5-7 pairs of deep
tech startups between LAC companies and global technology startups looking to create joint innovation pilot in the
form of:
•
•

Joint ventures, knowledge transfers, other forms of partnerships
Prototypes and pilots in sectors such as: HealthTech, BioTech, AgTech, ClimateTech, IndustryTech, WorkerTech,
EdTech, among others

This drive was designed to identify potential startup pairs to form a partnership with the aim to not only expand
their businesses but to also create a social impact in the LAC region.

IDB LAB Selection process
Selection Process
Application

Shortlist

Selection

Disbursement

Monitoring &
Follow through

Receive the
partnership
proposals on a
rolling basis.

Conduct an initial
screening and a
60-minute call with
the companies

Select the
partnership pair,
approve and
notify.

Proceed
disbursement
of funds in two
phases.

Provide relevant
services for
partnership
activities.

Partnership Proposal Submission
IDB Lab received the Deep Tech Exchange partnership proposals on a rolling basis, until all 5-7 partnership
funds have been depleted. The applications only come through recommended partners.
• Submission documents: Partnership Proposal, Impact Results Matrix, Detailed Budget and Timeline,
and Company Decks

Through this initiative, the 5 startup pairs that are deemed to have the impact potentials for vulnerable populations,
SMEs and/or the environment and/or have potential for deep, systemic and structural impact in the region were
approved by IDB Lab, with a total equity-free grant fund of USD $600,000 for startup pairs to help accelerate the
initial stages of their collaborative partnership.

Selection Criteria

The cross-continental startup partnership model allows to combine global deep tech into regional key industries &
growing sectors. This will stimulate high end innovative deep technology transfers in the local industry with the
localization and context specific application and create positive impacts in the region, ensuring a sustainable
startup ecosystem development.

IDB Lab considered the following categories for evaluating the selected partnership proposals.
• Impact, IDB Lab value-add, and use of proceeds
• Team and partnership
• The solution and the market
• Feasibility and scalability

CONCEPT OF CROSS-CONTINENTAL STARTUP PARTNERSHIP
Deep Tech Companies

LAC Local Industries

High End Innovative Deep Technology

Localization and operational capacity

Collaborative R&DB amid the pandemic

Context specific application
in local industry

Fast- track technology transfers

Creation of positive impacts in the region

Partnership Proposal Contents

STARTUP
PARTNERSHIP
Impact potentials
Sustainable startup
ecosystem development

IDB Lab required the following contents for the company application form.
• General information of the company
• COVID-19 problem being tackled
• Partnership purpose and use of the funding
• Partnership solution description : Innovation and competitive landscape, final beneficiaries, business
model, and strategies
• Expected outcomes of partnership : Synergy effect potential, impact potential
• Budget breakdown and use of funding
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PROGRAM METHODOLOGY AND PROCESS
In order to kick start the project, the mobilization
of the LAC ecosystem partners was crucial in
order to increase the exposure of the LACKorea/Global Deep Tech Exchange Program. A
major kick off event was held with the participation
of ambassadors and representatives from eighteen
(18) Embassies of LAC countries in Korea, creating
a good momentum for promoting the Program,
providing an opportunity to showcase the key
highlights of the Program and discuss the
involvement of ecosystem players for a successful
collaboration.

process
Step 1

Fundamentally, the event helped the mobilization
of the interest of deep tech startups and startup
ecosystem players from both regions.
Following the mobilization of the ecosystem
partners, a total of 222 startups were sourced, with
82 coming from the LAC region.

Every startup that have been sourced applied for
this program with the intention of either entering
and expanding into the LAC region and vice versa.
With the database gathered during the process of
sourcing the startups, the next step was to analyze
the data and explore and identify potential
partnership prototypes among the companies.

Step 2

sourcing
Mobilization of Players

21

LAC ecosystem partners

Company Sourcing

140
82

global deep tech startups
LAC deep tech startups

The initial stages of the matching process was
primarily conducted through online startup meetup
events. With Born2Global Centre acting as the
mediator, this allowed the startups to understand
their counterparts’ solutions in more depth.

With the nature of the program being focused on
Latin America, it was clear that geographically,
Born2Global being located in Korea would make it
challenging to monitor and assist the startup pairs
throughout the initial stages of their partnerships.

During the period of July 2020- March 2021, 7
major online startup meetup events were held with
Colombia, Argentina, Mexico, Bolivia and Peru.

To mitigate this issue, it was important to identify a
local ecosystem partner with the expertise and
knowledge to guide the startups throughout their
journey. Centraal, a leading accelerator in LAC
located in Mexico, was selected to support the
partnership pairs.
Centraal’s role in this program has been crucial due
to their extensive network and knowledge of the
LAC startup ecosystem, and they have guided all
five pairs the past year to achieve the results.

Following the multiple events that were held to
connect the startups with each other, five (5) pairs
have been approved by the IDB Lab Selection
Committee to receive a USD$120,000 each.

Step 3

matching

selection
Partnership Proposal

Company Matching

Evaluation & Selection

Online Meetups

7
49

online startup meetups
participated companies

10

Identifying Potential Partnerships

matched global-LAC startups

Partnership Prototype Proposals

Project Approval

Exploring collaboration

32

Step 4

5

Partnership Prototype Approvals

Execution
Project Execution
Monitoring by Centraal

Project execution by the partnership pairs
with disbursement of the fund

Follow-up Support
Additional funding & IR support and
consulting services
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PROGRAM METHODOLOGY AND PROCESS
Online meetup events
ARGENTINA
3 Meet-ups (Jul 15th, Sep 16th, Dec 15th, 2020)
- 12 Argentine startups x 9 Korean startups matched
- Sectors: Agtech, Biotech, Edtech, Fintech, AR/VR, AI, IoT etc.

COLOMBIA
1st Meet-up (November 26th, 2020)

Lac partnership pair showcase
After a long journey of the program, Born2Global cohosted the “LAC Partnership Pair Showcase”, held on
April 5, 2022, in collaboration with IDB Lab and
Centraal.
The event was organized to showcase the five
startup partnership pairs created through the
Program to global VCs for future potential
investments by focusing on the partnerships, what
the five partnerships have achieved the past year, as
well as showing what they plan to do to further their
partnership in the future.

- 4 Colombian startups x 4 Korean startups matched
- Sectors: Big Data, Agtech, Fintech, SaaS, etc.

MEXICO

The session was highlighted by pitch presentations
from the five startup partnership pairs. They had the
opportunity to display their newly launched
partnership-based business models and explain how
they are impacting the LAC region with their joint
solutions to the VC panel from Argentina, Mexico,
Singapore and Korea.

The showcase event hosting was successful with a
total of 50+ participants including 20+ venture
capitals and investment companies. The attendees
were impressed with how this initiative of startup
partnerships has developed and have expressed
interest in understanding more about each
partnership.

Showcase event

1st Meet-up (February 5th, 2021)
- 6 Mexican startups x 3 Korean startups matched
- Sectors: Edtech, Agtech, Big Data, etc.

BOLIVIA
1st Meet-up (February 19th, 2021)
- 4 Bolivian startups x 4 Korean startups matched
- Sectors: Data analysis, Edtech, Mobility, Construction, etc.

PERU
1st Meet-up (March 5th, 2021)
- 2 Peruvian startups x 2 Korean startups matched
- Sectors: Edtech, AR/VR
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PROGRAM results AND CURRENT IMPACTS
5 Partnership’s Collaborative Solution
The successful approval of the 5 startup pairs has
been the crucial proof that despite the restrictions
caused by the pandemic, cross- continental
partnerships between startups is possible, opening
doors for new possibilities as a strategic method
for the startups’ global expansion.

All 10 startups did not only understand the risk
hedging that this program was providing them, but
they truly understood their mission and goal which
resonated with each other in harmony to
seamlessly build their partnerships.
The innovative startup pairs approved by IDB Lab
are as follows:

Startup

Tech

Industry

Round

Description

Platform

Fintech

Series A

SaaS

Retail management

Pre-Series A

SasS-based software simplifying retail management by connecting onsite
employee management with back-office team

SaaS

Logistic Freight Transportation

Pre-Series A

B2B platform connecting supply and demand for medium and long-distance
freight transport companies

AI

Logistic Freight Transportation

Pre-Series A

One-stop platform directly connecting truck drivers with suppliers, eliminating
inefficiencies utilizing AI technology

Platform

Edtech

Series A

Edtech startup that helps people find personalized classes that fits students
that are in any level, providing people affordable education opportunities.

AI

Edtech

Series D

Edtech startup utilizing proprietary AI technology based on deep learning
algorithms to analyze user data in order to predict knowledge level, scores and
behavior, also providing personalized learning items in real time.

AR/VR

High risk industries
(Mining, construction, etc.)

Seed

Virtual reality training SaaS-based startup that transforms how workers in highrisk industries learn, practice and improve.

AR/MR & Digital Twin

High risk industries
(Mining, construction, etc.)

Series A

Augmented reality solution to optimize remote work in the industrial
maintenance area to improve efficiency and safety in workplaces.

Platform

Travel

Seed

Online marketplace for travelers with disabilities by digitizing the accessibility
information to the cloud, and a specialized user experience.

Braille Technology

Smart devices

Series B

Social impact startup focused on providing accessibility for the visually
impaired utilizing its braille technology.

Fintech startup that allows employees to advance their salary
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PROGRAM RESULTS AND CURRENT IMPACTS
v

v
Sector
Partnership
Solution

Retail & HR management

Sector

Sales partnership & joint tech integration

Partnership

Salary advance payment & on site employee management

Partnership
Shopl and Advance both hold solutions that are
necessary for employers to efficiently manage
their teams, as well as providing them with the
necessary cash advances they need during their
daily lives.
To further positively impact the lives of the Latin
American people, the two startups agreed to
integrate both their solutions into one; providing a
full package by allowing employers to not only
manage their teams efficiently, but allowing
employees to advance their salary and get
educated on personal financial management.

Solution

Tech integration and joint venture
AI based logistic freight transportation management

Partnership

Impact
Increase in active users benefitting from
advanced pay
19,531
14,410
8,767

2021 Apr

Logistics freight transportation

2021 Oct

2022 Apr

To commence the partnership, the two startups
connected their APIs to share the necessary data
in order to optimize their solutions.
This was followed by Coconut Silo providing their
smart consolidation system, matchback algorithm
and auto price suggestion system in order to
enhance Avancargo’s current technological
features.

Impact
Increase in MRR by 500% YoY
Expansion to 3 countries within 12 months
Greenhouse gas emission reduction
(to commence measurement on May 2022)

The two startups signed an MOU to further
discuss how they can expand their partnership
and have come to the conclusion that forming a
joint venture is crucial to accelerate the expansion
speed and quickly bring a positive and lasting
impact in the region.

Key activities

Key activities
Joint sales and marketing activities

Technology integration

Development of finance education module

MOU

Joint marketing efforts for the LAC market

Joint Venture Signing Ceremony between Coconut Silo and Avancargo,
May 17th 2022

Joint venture formation
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PROGRAM RESULTS AND CURRENT IMPACTS
v

v
Sector
Partnership
Solution

Education

Sector

Joint product development

Partnership

AI based English learning platform

Partnership
Riiid and Maestrik were one of fasted pair to
commence their collaboration and truly develop a
partnership that can positively impact the
education sector in Latin America.
The two startups decided to create a new product
to help people improve their English proficiency
level by combining Maestrik’s personalized
classes with Riiid’s AI technology that can
diagnose and predict a student’s English level,
strength and weakness.

The product will be the first personalized English
AI course in Latin America, that can predict a
student’s English level, strengths and weaknesses
with a 3-5 minute diagnosis test.
Once the prediction has been made, the platform
will then recommend a unique learning path that
will include an interactive learning tool, private
tutoring and sessions with +3,500 teachers from
Maestrik’s data pool.
The platform will include the official Global English
Proficiency Exam following the completion of the
recommended course.

Key activities
Joint product development
Collaboration with GEP
Launch of product by July/August 2022

Impact

Solution

High risk industries (construction, mining, etc)

Joint sales & product integration
VR based training for onsite work & AR based remote solution

Partnership
As both startups deal with companies that work in
high-risk on-site industries, they decided to
approach this collaboration with Virnect providing
Proximity with their technology and solution
allowing Proximity to approach potential clients
with a more complete package.

Increase in users of both AR and VR solutions
Reduction in workplace injuries

Since the launch of the partnership, the economic
and political situation in Peru has been
deteriorating due to governmental issues,
affecting the speed of the partnership.

Increase in users’ English proficiency score

However, the startup pair have continued to push
through and have kept their partnership strong by
conducting regular meetings to enhance the joint
sales and marketing activities.

Increase in number of teachers (jobs)

Key activities

Increase exposure to higher education to
lower income people

Impact

Joint sales and marketing activities
Software localization

Proximity & Virnect at Augmented World Expo 2021, November 2021

Name of joint product
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PROGRAM RESULTS AND CURRENT IMPACTS
v
Sector
Partnership
Solution

Accessibility tech
Joint product development
Handsfree travel accessibility for people with physical disabilities

Partnership
Prior to this program, Dot and Wheel the World
had previously created solutions for people with
different disabilities; Dot for visual impairment and
Wheel the World for physical disabilities. Both
startups aim to create the lives of people with
disabilities more comfortable and accessible,
allowing them to experience the world in ways that
were not possible before.
Dot has recently been developing Dot Go, a
platform/app that helps the visually impaired
navigate the world, find objects and automate
actions. Dot Go utilizes the iPhone’s internal
features such as the new Lidar sensor to measure
distance to object, the computer vision models to
detect objects and handsfree features to help its
users with their daily lives.
Together with Wheel the World, the two startups
aim to use Dot Go to enhance the travel
experience for people with disabilities and have
been conducting joint research by executing trips
with people with visual and physical disabilities to
receive first-hand feedback to improve the app,
making sure that it is optimized for its users.

Key activities
Two trips (Santiago and Puerto Varas) with 11
people with disabilities for first hand feedback
on Dot Go
Launch of Dot Go in LAC
Partnered with multiple local businesses,
training staff members on accessibility

Impact
Increase travel accessibility to people with
different disabilities

Joint promotional video to raise awareness of Dot Go and Wheel the World
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SECTION 3

Learnings
& RECOMMENDATIONS

LEARNINGS FROM LAC DEEP TECH EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Major CHALLENGES OF THE PROGRAM
The Deep Tech Exchange Program was definitely a
first of its kind and faced many challenges and risks
that have not been previously verified, making it
difficult for the private sector to make the leap of
faith and invest in this venture.

Geographic Issues
This was a clear obstacle that was present that
made it difficult for startups to want to pursue a
partnership with each other. Not only were they not
able to travel to see the products/solutions firsthand
and discuss the details of the partnership in person,
but the time difference would also be a challenging
component in terms of communicating on a regular
basis.

Technological Partnership
If the legal/regulatory constraints and technological
infrastructure issues exist, or the language & sociocultural differences have a significant effect on the
localization of the product/service, it could be time &
cost consuming to integrate their technology for
context application in the region.

Startup Matching
Startups in different stages will have different
objectives, such as creating and maintaining their
revenue stream, or focusing on building their user
base. They will also have different end goals (exit
strategies – IPO, M&A, Licensing, etc.) therefore it
will be difficult to make sure that they are aligned.
The difference in technology between two
companies will also have an effect on how they
partner together, as the more technological side will
usually have an advantage over the other. Thus,
creating a “win-win strategy” for mutual benefits will
be a crucial factor to take into consideration

Companies’ growth
Capital
When startups form partnerships, for the most part,
the counterparts are large companies that contract
the startups for their product/software, and provide
them with a large sum of money, or a reasonably
good deal that is beneficial for the startup. However,
a partnership between startups is not as common
due to usually, both sides lacking the capital to
pursue a joint business.

These are a few of many issues that poses as
obstacles for startups to risk the time and money to
pursue joint partnerships between each other.
However, despite the risks, if the feasibility of the
synergy effects that the partnerships can create is
demonstrated, then the joint startup partnership can
become a strategic growth model for startups.
From this perspective, this Program will help the
startups mitigate these risks by public sector,
receiving financial support for the initial stages of
the partnerships.

Time and cost-efficient joint growth
From the global startups’ perspective, despite Latin
America being an attractive market with high
potential, pursuing a partnership with startups from
LAC had many obstacles due to the geographical
and cultural differences.
The partnership proved to be efficient due to the
same reason it was deemed difficult. Both sides
could spend more time developing their products
and business model in order to efficiently conduct
the localization and/or tech transfer.

startup’s role
for regional development
Acceleration of digital transformation,
creating impacts
The deep tech transfers have created a strong
impacts in the region for multiple reasons. The
adoption of new technology to create a more
efficient and optimal solution in the region will
create a ripple effect for more technology to be
developed that can improve the tech advancement
of the region and accelerate the necessary digital
transformation that the governments needs for
the post-COVID-19 era.

Joint business model innovation
Due to the ever-changing trend in every industry, the
startups working together has been very helpful in
improving their business models. As the
partnerships are cross-continental, it allowed both
sides of the startups understand and see things
from a different perspective. This enabled them to
improve their value propositions and create
innovative business models.

Synergy effects and fast global expansion
By forming the partnerships, the startups were able
to leverage it to further expand their businesses
through the insights and synergy effects that they
have gained from working together, such as revenue
generation & increase, acquisition of new customers,
marketing
advantage,
new
product/service
development, new market entry, technological
upgrade/integration, investment attraction, reduction
of risk and uncertainty, etc. Furthermore, it has
significantly sped up their expansion plans.

Sustainable startup ecosystem
development for the region
The conventional method for a major project by
international
organizations
or
multilateral
development banks have not been efficient in
creating a sustainable ecosystem. Once the
timeline of a given project is over, the company
that was hired to implement their technology would
leave the client country with the technology.
The cross-continental startup partnership model
solves this problem. Two startups get together
where one provides the other with the necessary
technology to further improve the capacity of their
solution. This ensures that even if the duration of
the program is over, the startups will continue their
partnership, maintaining a sustainable startup
ecosystem development.
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LEARNINGS FROM LAC DEEP TECH EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Project execution and result perspective
Cross-continental partnership demand
When the program was first ideated, as it was the first of its kind, there were
uncertainties as to whether cross-continental partnerships could be formed
due to the geographical differences (time zone, language, culture, etc.)
between the startups. Additionally, as startups vary from size, technology,
industry, etc. the demand expectations were not high. Following the launch of
the program,, over 200 global startups applied, demonstrating an
overwhelming demand for cross-continental partnerships.

Diversified partnership model
The five partnership pairs that were selected to receive the fund were all from
very different industries and sectors. This in turn led to the partnership models
between the startups to vary between each other. Some being more developed
than others, it has been observed that discussing and consulting in detail
about how the partnership model can be strategized is crucial to form a long
lasting impactful partnership, both in a business and social aspect.

Joint Venture formation
As mentioned earlier, due to the uncertainties, the difficulty of forming crosscontinental partnerships was widely understood. This program has not only
shown that global partnerships are possible, but it has also demonstrated that
even joint ventures can be formed. Coconut Silo and Avancargo have been
developing their partnership at a surprising speed due to the alignment of their
solutions, but more importantly, due to the passion and willingness that the
two startups had throughout the journey, proving that cross-continental
partnership model can have a significant effect on the development of startup
ecosystem.

Onboarding
For the initial stages of the program, it is recommended to conduct more
onboarding sessions to explain the advantages of the program. Despite the
fact that startups are comfortable with ambiguity, in order for the startups to
invest their time and energy for a partnership, they must have a detailed
understanding of not only the main goals and objectives, but also the minor
details such as submission materials, the fund disbursement process, etc.

Communication & Reporting
The startups conducted bi-weekly meetings with Centraal and provided
quarterly formal reports to deliver updates on the partnerships. This proved to
be highly efficient, allowing Centraal to understand what the startups needed
to accelerate their partnerships. However, when communicating, platforms
such as Slack must be adopted at a higher level to ensure that minor but
important details can be delivered to allow optimal decisions to be made
quicker.

Transparency
To match the ambiguity and flexibility of the startups, IDB Lab allowed the
startups to utilize the fund as freely as possible to allow the startups to
operate efficiently. However, in order to guide the startups throughout their
journey, it is crucial to ensure that there is full transparency between all the
parties involved for optimal analysis and decision making to be conducted. If
the startups do not provide the necessary transparency, it can delay the
partnership as there is not enough information to determine the next move.
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RECOMMENDATIONS for future performance
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT BY MDB
Development of more programs
The success of the LAC Deep Tech Exchange Program
has become the proof that partnerships between deep
tech startups are possible despite the geographical
differences. The startups have shown that with a
common goal and objective, they can effectively pursue
a joint partnership that can not only bring both sides
business benefits, but also create a positive impact in
the region. The success of the first deep tech exchange
program will mark as just the beginning of many, a
fundamental step that many countries and public
organizations can replicate for the development of the
startup ecosystem.

Programs by stage and industry verticals
The grant fund that the partnerships received are
intended to be an acceleration fund to help kick start the
initial stages of the partnership, and it provided the
fundamental support that the startups needed for their
partnerships. Currently, all five startup pairs are in the
stages of developing their joint business models and
marketing strategies to increase the exposure of their
joint solutions to their respective target customers.
Once all grant fund has been disbursed to all 5 startup
partnership pairs, the following steps will be essential to
making sure that the partnerships are sustainable.
From this perspective, it is crucial to continue with
follow-up programs to keep the momentum, including
administrative support for joint venture formation, local
operation and investment attractions, etc., throughout
all startup life cycle (early stage – growth – expansion).
At the same time, it will be important to design the
program depending on industry vertical demand in the
region, focusing on the necessary deep tech transfers
for the regional technology advancement.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
Governments & public sectors
Development of policies framework
A key component to advance the development of LAC
deep tech startup ecosystem is the governments’ effort
to create more startup-friendly policies. The
implementation of policies by governments has already
been proven to have a major impact in the advancement
of technology and the deep tech startup ecosystem.
Korea is a prime example of one of the most quickly
developed countries in this area, and it all boils down to
the implementation of policies by the government. This
allowed Born2Global Centre to create a new program
that supports the creation of joint ventures formed
between Korean startups and global startups, providing
financial assistance of $100,000, and have successfully
done so.

Creation of bilateral joint venture fund
As proven by the achievements of the LAC Deep Tech
Exchange Program and the Joint Venture Program
conducted separately by Born2Global, it has shown that
there is demand for support for joint ventures or
partnerships between global deep tech startups. As a
government organization, it is an important mandate to
mitigate the risks and fully support the startups to allow
them to focus on conducting their business.

Conclusion
Overall, the Deep Tech Exchange Program has been a successful venture, providing the necessary
support that the startups needed for their partnerships.
Despite many challenges and obstacles, this program helped the startups mitigate the risks, connecting
them together without having to spend too much time on searching, and providing financial support for
the initial stages of the partnerships.
Most importantly, the financial assistance provided to the startups was fundamental in developing the
partnerships, utilizing it as efficiently as possible for joint product/service development activities.
The program has shown that the cross-continental startup partnership can become a strategic growth
model for startups, if the feasibility of the synergy effects that the partnerships can create is
demonstrated. Moreover, this model has catalyzed regional innovation developing new businesses that
provide innovative deep tech solutions by combining global deep tech into regional key industries &
growing sectors. The social impact that the program has in the region has also been one of the main
anticipated results.
To further continue the advancement of the deep tech startup ecosystem in Latin America region, more
global deep tech exchange programs should be executed. Once more programs are developed, if the
startup ecosystem players of Latin America witness success, it is crucial to continue with developing
follow-up programs that support to partnerships in all startup life cycle and industry vertical demands in
the region.
This will create a snowball effect where as time passes by, it will naturally build upon itself,
exponentially developing the deep tech startup ecosystem.

Governments from two countries, through bilateral joint
venture funds, can join hands to support the startups’
global expansion. The support that the governments
provide is not only financial, but can help the joint
venture to source new projects or connect them with
relevant stakeholders.
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As we close
Feedback from startups
To finalize the program, Born2Global conducted a
survey to understand the satisfaction rate of the
startups as well as potential improvement points.
When the startups first came across the Deep Tech
Exchange Program, some startups were skeptical as to
whether cross-continental startup partnerships was
possible.
As mentioned earlier in this report, the geographical
issue was one of the biggest concerns, especially
during the peak of the pandemic when travel was
completed restricted. Moreover, there were also
concerns on whether the solutions/products that the
startups have developed could complement each other
due to the fact that they have been adjusted to fit its
specific market.
Nearly two years since the launch of the program, it
comes as a pleasant surprise that all ten startups have
greatly benefited from the partnerships, stating that the
potential and results far outweighed the initial doubts.
When asked how helpful the program has been for their
businesses, all of the respondents have rated the
program 8/10 and above due to the following reasons:

1.

Overcome initial hurdle of overseas partnership
difficulties; time and capital investment

2.

Improvement in solution through tech transfer

3.

Accelerated business by unlocking joint marketing
POC activities

4.

Business model enhancement

Moreover, 100% of the respondents have said that they
would participate in this program again if it were to be
repeated in the future due to the vast opportunities they
have encountered.
The startups have come to understand that having
strong cross-continental partnerships with local
startups is crucial to facilitate their global expansion, as
well as further enhancing the technological aspects of
their products to improve the services that their clients
need.

The evidence to this point can be seen by how the
startups are still in the early stages of their
partnerships, for example Riiid & Maestrik launching
their joint product (2022 2H) and Coconut Silo &
Avancargo signing the formation of their joint venture
to begin their joint business ventures (2022 2H).
The startups have also provided great insight in
potential improvements, suggesting an extension
program focusing on the next steps; market
development. This would assist the startups joint
product
launch
journey,
providing
expert
consulting/mentorship.

These are some of opinions and comments of the startups on how the program has impacted their businesses

Avancargo
To be honest, many doubts of feasibility. Secondly, those programs hard to enter. Fortunately we were wrong. Working with CS was easier
than expected. Business objectives and challenges are aligned, which helped a lot in the mutual understanding.

Virnect
It is always difficult to start a overseas partnership since both side of companies are hesitant to make commitments and investment until a
relationship is built. This program helped us to overcome this initial hurdle.

Proximity
Without the program's support, there would have been no way to nourish an intercontinental partnership with VIRNECT. From the initial setup and kick-off meetings, to the ongoing support alongside the grant, it provided the ideal framework to cement a long lasting relation
between the companies.
The potential far outweighed the initial doubts about how an cross-continental partnership would work. We quickly managed to establish a
work schedule and program that allowed us to move forward.

Maestrik
We loved the idea of the program because we understand that each region has strengths and weaknesses and we believe that team work
brings better results. Finally, when we get to know Riiid Labs we had a great initial match.
This program changed our company and helped us improve our services. We are more than thankful with all the participants and will love to
participate again.
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